
Détail de l'offre : Insiders City rider (Freelancer)

Partenaire Shanghai Insiders
Adresse Shanghai

Ville Shanghai
Référence 20D1578986209

Titre Insiders City rider (Freelancer)
Description du poste Shanghai Insiders has been providing bespoke and off the beaten path adventurous

journeys by vintage vehicles in Shanghai since 2008. Our goal is to show people a side of
Shanghai unknown to most and give them an inside look of what it is like to live here; our
team is made of passionate people from all over the world who enjoy showing the city
they love from within. 
We are looking for passionate people to join our team of riders following our insiders and
driving around in our cool vintage jeeps.

Type de contrat Autre
Métier Autres / Divers

Description de la société Shanghai Insiders was founded in 2008 in Shanghai, we now operate in Shanghai, Xian,
Guilin and Marrakech (Morocco).

We believe that not knowing your neighbor creates fear of your neighbor and that this
fear is the source of the many things that are wrong with the world today. Our vision is to
allow people from one culture to better understand another culture and to spark
curiosity for this new culture one ride at a time. 

To do this, we do bespoke off the beaten track rides of Shanghai which avoid shopping
and touristic landmarks as travelers don't need us for those. We don't talk about clients
but about passengers. We're not guides, we're insiders: we're the friend of a friend you
wished you had in a city you didn't know.

Our ambitions are very high, we want to go above the expectations of our passengers in
every possible way (we'll show you how to do this) and be a bucket list item (-make sure
your potential insider understands what a bucket list is-).

Our 3 pillars that make us stand out are first our people, our insiders have a great
personality, they are curious, outgoing and filled with empathy, then our second pilar is
what we show and how we show it: nobody knows the city like us and we'll train you to
be a city expert in no time. Our third pillar is the least important but the most visible: our
vintage convertible jeeps which come from the chinese army, they're the best way to get
around the city and bring the exhilarating factor of our rides out.

Localisation Shanghai
Pays Chine 

Profil recherché - Speak English fluently and basic Mandarin at least
- Have a local car driving license 
- Have driving experience with manuel transmission cars
- Have an outgoing and empathic personality
- Have time on week ends and/ or weekdays
- Passionated by Shanghai , it's culture, it's history and its people
- Go out and explore the city by yourself

Expérience Débutant (-3 ans)
Secteur Luxe et Tourisme

Langues Anglais

https://www.francealumni.fr/

